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Spinal and bulbar muscular atrophy (SBMA) in men is an androgen-dependent neuromuscular disease caused by expanded CAG repeats
in the androgen receptor (AR). Whether muscle or motor neuron dysfunction or both underlies motor impairment in SBMA is unknown.
Muscles of SBMA mice show significant contractile dysfunction, implicating them as a likely source of motor dysfunction, but whether
disease also impairs neuromuscular transmission is an open question. Thus, we examined synaptic function in three well-studied SBMA
mouse models—the AR97Q, knock-in (KI), and myogenic141 models— by recording in vitro miniature and evoked end-plate potentials
(MEPPs and EPPs, respectively) intracellularly from adult muscle fibers. We found striking defects in neuromuscular transmission
suggesting that toxic AR in SBMA impairs both presynaptic and postsynaptic mechanisms. Notably, SBMA causes neuromuscular
synapses to become weak and muscles to become hyperexcitable in all three models. Presynaptic defects included deficits in quantal
content, reduced size of the readily releasable pool, and impaired short-term facilitation. Postsynaptic defects included prolonged decay
times for both MEPPs and EPPs, marked resistance to �-conotoxin (a sodium channel blocker), and enhanced membrane excitability.
Quantitative PCR revealed robust upregulation of mRNAs encoding neonatal isoforms of the AChR (�-subunit) and the voltage-gated
sodium channel (NaV1.5) in diseased adult muscles of all three models, consistent with the observed slowing of synaptic potentials and
resistance to �-conotoxin. These findings suggest that muscles of SBMA patients regress to an immature state that impairs neuromus-
cular function.
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Introduction
Spinal and bulbar muscular atrophy (SBMA) involves a loss of
motor function in men (Sobue et al., 1989). The disease is linked

to a CAG repeat expansion in the first exon of the androgen
receptor (AR) gene (La Spada et al., 1991). Historically, the loss of
muscle strength and motor control in SBMA has been attributed
to a loss of � motor neurons. However, skeletal muscles likely
trigger this disease (Monks et al., 2007; Cortes et al., 2014; Lieber-
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Significance Statement

We have discovered that SBMA is accompanied by marked defects in neuromuscular synaptic transmission involving both
presynaptic and postsynaptic mechanisms. For three different mouse models, we find that diseased synapses are weak, having
reduced quantal content due to reductions in the size of the readily releasable pool and/or probability of release. Synaptic
potentials in diseased adult fibers are slowed, explained by an aberrant upregulation of the neonatal isoform of the acetylcholine
receptor. Diseased fibers also show marked resistance to �-conotoxin, explained by an aberrant upregulation in the neonatal
isoform of the sodium channel, and are hyperexcitable, reminiscent of myotonic dystrophy, showing anode-break action poten-
tials. This work identifies several new molecular targets for recovering function in SBMA.
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man et al., 2014), raising new questions about the mechanisms
causing motor neurons to die in SBMA. One possibility is that
disease signals originating in muscle retrogradely perturb the
function of neuromuscular junctions (NMJs), ultimately trigger-
ing motor neuronal death. This idea is not new (Ferri et al., 2003;
Brady and Morfini, 2010), but progress has been slow in deci-
phering the mechanisms involved.

NMJs are typically affected in motor neuron disease. How-
ever, most information on this topic comes from models of
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis and spinal muscular atrophy. Dis-
eased junctions are often denervated or fragmented and/or con-
tain aberrant neurofilament accumulations (for review, see
Murray et al., 2010). Whereas wholesale denervation eliminates
synaptic function, how more subtle aspects of junctional pathol-
ogy might impair NMJ function is largely unknown. The few
examples available indicate defects in quantal release properties,
leading to failure of synaptic transmission before motor neuronal
degeneration and/or overt motor symptoms (Fischer et al., 2004;
Kariya et al., 2008; Kong et al., 2009; Armstrong and Drapeau,
2013; Rocha et al., 2013). These data raise the possibility that NMJ
dysfunction may also occur in SBMA and critically mediate both
the loss of motor neurons and motor impairment at the organis-
mal level.

There is little direct information about whether and/or how
NMJs are affected in SBMA, although evidence does implicate
their dysfunction. For example, retrograde and anterograde ax-
onal transport is disrupted in several models of SBMA and such
defects are often associated with synaptic defects as seen in other
disease models (Morfini et al., 2007). Moreover, junctions are
severely fragmented in one SBMA model (Kemp et al., 2011),
whereas abnormal synaptic vesicle staining is evident in another
(Katsuno et al., 2006), further suggesting synaptic dysfunction.

To further explore whether defective neuromuscular trans-
mission is a characteristic of SBMA, we used intracellular record-
ing of muscle fibers to characterize in vitro neuromuscular
transmission in diseased SBMA mice from three different
models: the so-called AR97Q transgenic (Tg) model globally ex-
pressing a full-length human AR with 97 glutamines, a knock-in
(KI) model expressing a humanized AR gene harboring 113
CAGs, and the myogenic model overexpressing a wild-type (WT)
AR transgene exclusively in skeletal muscle fibers. Although the
genetics in each model are distinct, all three models exhibit a
male-biased, androgen-dependent loss of motor function (Kat-
suno et al., 2002; Yu et al., 2006; Monks et al., 2007). Recognizing
that model-specific pathology has questionable translational
value, we now use a cross-model comparison approach to iden-
tify core attributes of cell dysfunction shared by diverse models.
Such attributes are the most likely to be relevant to SBMA in
humans. Use of the muscle-specific model also allowed us to ask
whether AR toxicity originating in skeletal muscle fibers is suffi-
cient to produce comparable defects in neurotransmission.

We now report that neuromuscular transmission is compara-
bly perturbed in all three SBMA mouse models studied, involving
changes in both presynaptic and postsynaptic mechanisms. Dis-
ease causes neuromuscular synapses to become weak with slowed
function, while at the same time triggering hyperexcitability in
the muscle fiber membrane itself. Disease also increases the ex-
pression of neonatal isoforms of critical ion channels, possibly
explaining some defects in function. Finding comparable defects
in neurotransmission in the myogenic model as in the other two
models suggests that muscle AR is toxic to the synapse, impairing
both presynaptic and postsynaptic mechanisms that critically
mediate synaptic function.

Materials and Methods
SBMA mouse models
AR97Q model. Male AR97Q mice globally expressing cDNA encoding a
full-length human AR with 97Q repeats under the control of a CMV
enhancer/chicken �-actin promoter (Katsuno et al., 2002) were main-
tained on a C57BL/J6 background in our breeding colony. Tg males
develop motor symptoms during late puberty/early adulthood. Mice
used for this study were 70 –110 d old. Because age of disease onset is
variable, motor function was monitored twice weekly starting at 30 d of
age based on the hang test. Tg males and WT brothers were killed once
hang time for Tg males dropped to below 30 s.

Myogenic model. Tg males were generated using the human skeletal
�-actin promoter to drive expression of a rat AR transgene specifically in
skeletal muscle fibers (Monks et al., 2007). Tg male and WT littermate
mice from our symptomatic 141Tg line maintained on a C57BL/J6 back-
ground were used for the present studies, referred to as “myogenic141”
males. While both Tg males and females express high levels of AR in their
muscles prenatally, only newborn males fail to suckle, and thus die
shortly after birth. By treating pregnant dams with the AR-antagonist
flutamide, we have learned that this perinatal death is androgen depen-
dent and can be prevented. Given that testosterone is secreted by the
testes prenatally, presumably flutamide rescues Tg males by blocking
the activation of transgenic ARs in their muscles. Such flutamide-rescued
Tg males exhibit the same androgen-dependent motor dysfunction later
in life as myogenic141 males not exposed to flutamide prenatally (Monks
et al., 2007; Johansen et al., 2011; Renier et al., 2014). Thus, timed preg-
nant Tg dams received daily subcutaneous injections of flutamide (5 mg
dissolved in 0.1 ml propylene glycol) on gestational days 15–20 (Johan-
sen et al., 2011; Kemp et al., 2011). Flutamide-exposed myogenic141

males show significant deficits in motor function from a young age.
Thus, the motor function of myogenic mice and WT littermates (also
exposed to prenatal flutamide) was evaluated 1–2 d before being killed at
85–100 d old.

KI model. In male KI mice, the first exon of the endogenous AR was
replaced by the human exon containing an expanded repeat length of 113
CAGs (Yu et al., 2006). Because the length of the CAG repeat tends to
contract over generations, the first exon of AR was sequenced for each KI
male. KI mice used in this study had a repeat length ranging from 86 to
93. They were age matched to WT controls produced in the same colony.
Because the age of disease onset is highly variable for KI males, motor
function was monitored weekly starting at 30 d of age based on front paw
grip strength. Once grip strength dropped by 20 –30% (early stage of KI,
90 –200 d old) or 30 –50% with emerging signs of morbidity (late stage of
KI, 90 –150 d old), the mice were killed for the current study. KI males
can suddenly become moribund and die rapidly due to acute urinary
tract obstruction (Yu et al., 2006). To avoid effects of increased blood
potassium due to renal failure on muscle excitability, reported data are
based on symptomatic KI males at the early stage of disease unless indi-
cated otherwise.

All experiments were done in accordance with NIH guidelines and
approved by the Michigan State University Institutional Animal Care
and Use Committee.

Motor function tests
Limb muscle strength was evaluated using the hang test for myogenic141

and AR97Q Tg mice and the grip strength for KI mice. For the hang test,
latency to fall from a metal grid up to 120 s was measured as described
previously (Sopher et al., 2004; Monks et al., 2007; Johansen et al., 2009).
For assessing forepaw grip strength, KI mice were held by the tail and
lowered to a bar oriented horizontally and attached to the grip strength
meter (Chatillon Force Measurement Systems), allowing the forepaws to
grasp the bar. The mice were pulled back horizontally from the bar and
the grip force at the moment of release from the bar was recorded as
the peak tension (grams of force). This procedure was repeated seven
consecutive times with the highest and lowest values eliminated and
the remaining five averaged as the grip strength score for that session
and mouse.
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Electrophysiology
Solutions. The Ringer’s solution used for the dissection and recording
had the following compositions (in mM): 135 NaCl, 5 KCl, 2 CaCl2, 1
MgCl2, 14 HEPES, 11 D-glucose. The solution, pH 7.4, was continuously
gassed with 100% O2 at room temperature.

Neuromuscular preparation. Male mice were deeply anesthetized with
carbon dioxide inhalation and killed by decapitation. The following mus-
cles were dissected under oxygenated physiological solution and pinned
at the approximate resting length in a small Sylgard-coated chamber: the
extensor digitorum longus (EDL) muscle and its attached nerve from
males of the myogenic141 and AR97Q models, and the AR-rich perineal
skeletal muscle levator ani (LA) and its nerve from males of the KI model.
The LA was chosen for the KI model because the effects of disease are
more prominent in this muscle than limb muscles due to the higher level
of endogenous AR expression in the LA (Yu et al., 2006; Johansen et al.,
2007). However, because using the same muscle (EDL) was optimal for
cross-model comparisons, we started by examining synaptic function in
the EDLs of two KI mice, but found no evidence of synaptic dysfunction.
Given the possibility that synaptic function may simply not be affected in
KI males, we next examined the AR-rich LA to discover that synaptic
function was affected comparably by disease in this muscle and in the
EDL in the two Tg models. Thus, the reported studies for the KI model
are based on the LA muscle.

Intracellular recording. The pinned neuromuscular preparation was
transferred to the stage of an upright microscope and perfused continu-
ously at a rate of 1 to 5 ml/min with fresh oxygenated Ringer’s solution at
room temperature (23–25°C). A preparation was maintained for at least
20 –30 min to ensure its stability before data acquisition began. Muscle
contraction was prevented by incubation in �-conotoxin GIIIB (Alo-
mone Labs, 2.5 �M for 15–20 min for WT mice and 5–7.5 �M for 20 – 60
min for SBMA mice), which blocks voltage-gated sodium channels in
muscle. This longer incubation time in �-conotoxin required for dis-
eased muscle did not contribute to the deficits in synaptic function be-
cause we find in control experiments that disease preparations are stable
for �4 h based on the resting membrane potential (RMP) and the am-
plitude of evoked end-plate potentials (EPPs). Preparations were reex-
posed to �-conotoxin after 1–2 h to maintain the contraction block.
EPPs and spontaneous miniature end-plate potentials (MEPPs) were
recorded intracellularly with glass microelectrodes (1.0 mm outer diam-
eter; WPI) that had resistances 5 to 15 M� when filled with 3 M KCl, and
pulled with a microelectrode puller (P-97, Sutter Instrument). The DC
RMP was also recorded and used to correct for differences in driving
force and nonlinear summation of EPPs (Martin, 1976; McLachlan and
Martin, 1981). Since diseased muscle fibers from all three SBMA models
have consistently lower RMPs by 10 –15 mV (Oki et al., 2015), RMPs
lower than �50 mV were still included for study in both WT and diseased
mice. The lowest RMP was �40 mV in WTs and �25 mV in SBMA
muscle. The nerve was stimulated with a constant current at 0.5 Hz, using
50- to 500-�s-duration pulses at suprathreshold and by means of a suc-
tion electrode attached to a stimulus isolation unit (Grass SIU, Grass
Instruments) and stimulator (Grass S48). Signals were amplified using an
Axoclamp-2A amplifier (Molecular Devices), acquired with Clampex
version 9.2 using an analog-to-digital converter (DigiData 1440A, Mo-
lecular Devices). Synaptic facilitation was evaluated using trains at 0.5 Hz
of five pulses at 10, 30, and 100 Hz (100, 30, and 10 ms interpulse inter-
vals, respectively, within the train). Tetanizing stimulation was delivered
at 100 Hz for 30 s to evaluate the readily releasable pool (RRP) size,
release probability, and vesicle mobilization and recycling (Elmqvist and
Quastel, 1965; Samigullin et al., 2004; Yang et al., 2007; Ruiz et al., 2011).
The minimum interval between tetanizing stimulus trains was 5–10 min,
which was sufficient for full recovery of EPP amplitude.

Two-electrode intracellular recording. Two-electrode intracellular re-
cording was used to measure action potentials and subthreshold voltage-
current relationships. We conducted this particular analysis only for
AR97Q and myogenic141 males because of the limited availability of
symptomatic KI males. The contractile activity of the muscle in these
experiments was blocked by the myosin II inhibitor, N-benzyl-p-toluene
sulfonamide (BTS; Tocris Bioscience; 50 �M for WT and 50 –100 �M for
SBMA diseased mice). We again discovered an apparent resistance of

diseased fibers to BTS, predicting an aberrant increase in the expression
of immature isoforms of myosin heavy chain, as indeed qPCR data have
confirmed (K. Halievski, Y. Xu, M. Katsuno, H. Adachi, G. Sobue, S. M.
Breedlove, and C. L. Jordan, unpublished data). The voltage transients
were recorded in response to current pulses applied through a microelec-
trode within 100 –200 �m of the voltage-sensing electrode. To control for
potential-dependent changes in muscle fiber excitability, a holding cur-
rent was applied to set the initial potential at �80 mV (Weinstein, 1980).
Glass microelectrodes had resistances of 20 to 30 M� when filled with 3
M KCl for the voltage-sensing electrode and 2 M K-citrate for the cur-
rent passing electrode. Action potentials were evoked by injecting cur-
rent pulses of 5 ms in duration at 100 nA. Subthreshold voltage– current
responses were obtained by applying current pulses (10 nA increments
from �100 nA). Input resistance was determined by injecting hyperpo-
larizing constant current (�40 nA) pulses of 60 ms duration and record-
ing the membrane potential (Vm) during a constant current at three
locations (0.2, 0.4, and 0.6 mm from the stimulating electrode) in each
fiber. The three steady-state Vm/I ratios were plotted on a log scale against
the interelectrode distance on a linear scale, and the extrapolated value of
Vm/I at an electrode separation of 0 �m was set as the input resistance
(Mankodi et al., 2002; Pedersen et al., 2005). Anode-break action poten-
tials were triggered in muscle fibers at RMP by injecting a hyperpolariz-
ing current (�60 nA, 100 ms duration; Ribchester et al., 2004).

Data analysis. Off-line analysis was performed using Clampfit version
9.2. To minimize the possible contribution of differences in RMP, and
thus differences in the driving force across preparations on synaptic po-
tential amplitudes, EPP and MEPP amplitudes were normalized to a
consistent theoretical resting level of �75 mV, assuming that 0 mV is the
equilibrium potential for ACh-induced current under the present re-
cording conditions. The relationship EPP� � EPPnormalized /[1 � f
(EPPnormalized/E)] was subsequently used to correct for nonlinear sum-
mation. The term E is the difference between the membrane potential
and the equilibrium potential for ACh current (0 mV). The value f (set to
0.8) is a factor that improves the accuracy of the nonlinear correction by
taking into account the effect of the membrane capacitance of the muscle
fiber (Martin, 1976; McLachlan and Martin, 1981). The quantal content
(QC, the number of ACh quanta released per nerve impulse) at each NMJ
was calculated by using the ratio of the EPP� and the normalized MEPP
amplitude. MEPPs recorded for a period of 2–5 min were analyzed by
using the template search algorithm in Clampfit 9.2. The template was
constructed by averaging 5–10 MEPPs. All MEPPs identified by the pro-
gram were inspected, and the template match threshold parameter was
adjusted to minimize false positives. The rise time (10 –90%) and decay
time (90 –10%) of EPPs and MEPPs were also measured. MEPP rise
times �1–1.5 ms indicate that the micropipette is near or at the synaptic
site of normal adult fibers (Betz et al., 1984; Sugiura et al., 2011). Cumu-
lative histogram distributions were used to compare the amplitude of
MEPPs between diseased and WT fibers.

The size of the RRP in myogenic141 and AR97Q mice was evaluated
during the initial depression phase (50 stimuli, 0.5 s) in response to
100 Hz stimulation and obtained by plotting the QC against the cu-
mulative number of quanta and back-extrapolating from the linear
portion of the curve to the x-axis intercept (Fig. 4D). The x-intercept
gave an estimate of the size of the RRP (Elmqvist and Quastel, 1965;
Ruiz et al., 2011). The probability of release was estimated by dividing
the QC of the first EPP by RRP size (Yang et al., 2007). In the LA
neuromuscular preparation of the KI model, stimulation at 100 Hz
for 30 s failed to evoke EPPs, so pulse trains of 50 Hz were used to
calculate the RRP size and release probability of NMJs in early-
symptomatic KI and age-matched WT males. Data were exported
from Clampfit and plotted by using Igor software (WaveMetrics).

Recordings from each end plate or muscle fiber are reported as mean
values � SEM, with n being the number of end plates or muscle fibers per
experimental group and N being the number of mice per experimental
group. All reported results are based on at least four animals per genotype
within each model. Statistical comparisons were made comparing data
from diseased mice of each model to their own WT littermates (Tg) or
age-matched WT controls from same colony (KI) using Student’s un-
paired t test (SigmaPlot, Systat Software) when the distribution was nor-
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mal and the Mann–Whitney rank sum test when the distribution was not
normal. The Kolmogorov–Smirnov test was used to compare the signif-
icance of the distribution of MEPP amplitudes. Results were considered
statistically significant when the p value was �0.05.

Gene expression analysis
We examined gene expression via qPCR in separate cohorts of mice from the
three models, targeting two key ion channels, the nicotinic AChR and the
voltage-sensitive sodium channel, to determine whether changes in their
expression might underlie some of the observed neuromuscular dysfunc-
tion, namely, prolonged decay times and resistance to �-conotoxin. As de-
scribed above, the EDL was examined in the AR97Q and myogenic models,
and the bulbocavernosus (BC)/LA muscle complex was examined for the KI
model. Tissue from AR97Q mice was harvested when performance during
the hang test fell below 30 s on three tries (mean age � SEM, 67.3 � 1.3; N �
6–7/group). Myogenic mice are chronically but stably motor impaired, with
hang times near zero, so samples were harvested in adulthood from Tg and
age-matched WT controls (mean age � SEM, 180.4 � 2.2; N � 6–7/group).
Because disease onset and progression are quite unpredictable in KI males,
BC/LA muscles were harvested from KI males and age-matched WT con-
trols within a given age range (mean age � SEM, 141.8 � 14.4; N � 7–8/
group), with BC/LA samples harvested from two symptomatic and five
presymptomatic KI males.

Tissue collection. Left and right muscles were collected from mice that
were deeply anesthetized with isoflurane. Tissue samples were weighed
fresh, immediately frozen in RNase-free tubes on dry ice, and held at
�80°C until processed. Instruments used for dissection were cleaned
with RNaseZap (Sigma-Aldrich) between animal harvests.

RNA extraction and quantitative real-time PCR. An RNeasy Fibrous Tissue
Mini Kit (Qiagen) was used to extract RNA from muscle samples. Tissue was
mechanically homogenized with a PRO200 homogenizer (Pro Scientific).
Following extraction, RNA was quantified on a spectrophotometer (Beck-
man DU 530) by measuring 260 nm absorbance values. Extracted RNA was
then reverse transcribed using the High Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcrip-
tion Kit (Applied Biosystems) with the following thermocycle: 25°C for 10
min, 37°C for 2 h, and 85°C for 5 min. Each qPCR sample included 2.5 ng of
cDNA, primers, and Power SYBR Green PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosys-
tems). The thermocycle for the quantitative step on the ABI PRISM 7000
Sequence Detection System was as follows: 50°C for 2 min, 95°C for 10 min,
and 40 cycles of 95°C for 15 s and 60°C for 1 min. A dissociation curve was
determined for each well to confirm that only one product was amplified.
Each sample was run in triplicate. Samples without reverse transcriptase
during the cDNA conversion were also assessed to ensure that there was no
DNA contamination. The reference gene was 18s (100 nM primers: GGAC
CAGAGCGAAAGCATTTG and GCCAGTCGGCATCGTTTATG). In
each experiment, we confirmed that levels of the reference gene were equiv-
alent between treatment groups. Transcripts of two AChR channel subunits
(� and �) and two sodium channel � subunits (1.4 and 1.5) were quantified:
AChR � (200 nM primers, CTCTGCCAGAACCTGGGTG and TGT
GCTCTCAGCCACAAAGT), AChR � (200 nM primers, GGTTGGT

GATGGGTATGGTCA and TGACATCAG-
GAAAGGCAGAGC), NaV1.4 (100 nM primers,
TGGGGGTCAACTTGTTTGCT and TCG
AATCTCTCGGAGGTGGT), and NaV1.5 (400
nM primers, GTCTCAGCCTTACGCACCTT
and TCCCACGATTGTCTTCAGGC). Optimal
concentrations and amplification efficiencies
were calculated for each primer set.

Statistical analysis. The Relative Expression
Software Tool was used to assess the statistical
significance and fold change of genes (Pfaffl et
al., 2002). Specifically, this software uses the
nonparametric pairwise fixed reallocation ran-
domization test to account for amplification
efficiencies when determining fold change. It
measures the relative expression of a target
gene (AChR �, AChR �, NaV1.4, and NaV1.5)
between two experimental groups following
the normalization of the target gene to a refer-
ence gene (18s).

Results
Deficits in motor function of SBMA mice
SBMA males from the three models showed a similar disease
phenotype of decreased body weight and strength based on hang
times or grip strength (Fig. 1). Myogenic141 and AR97Q Tg males
both showed severe motor defects, with hang times at or near 0 s,
compared to the maximum of 120 s for WT littermates (Fig. 1B).
As expected, the disease phenotype of early-stage symptomatic KI
males is milder, with smaller but nonetheless significant deficits
in body weight and grip strength (Fig. 1A,C).

Disease impairs neuromuscular transmission in SBMA
male mice
Studies of neuromuscular transmission were on the hindlimb
EDL muscle for the myogenic141 and AR97Q models, and on the
LA, an AR-rich perineal skeletal muscle, for the KI model. We
found deficits in neuromuscular transmission in LA preparations
of early-stage diseased KI males comparable to those found in
EDL preparations of myogenic141 and AR97Q males (Fig. 2).

To examine whether SBMA might cause synaptic dysfunction,
we analyzed nerve EPPs at NMJs of symptomatic late-stage Tg
and early-stage KI males. The low frequency of stimulation used
(0.5 Hz) generated little synaptic plasticity, and our analysis of
EPPs (normalized to �75 mV) was based on an average of 10 –20
responses at any one NMJ. We found no significant difference in
EPP amplitude of diseased and WT junctions in either the
myogenic141 or AR97Q Tg models (Fig. 2A,B), although EPP
amplitude was modestly decreased in KI males relative to WT
littermates. Note, however, that LA junctions in general have
higher EPP amplitudes than EDL junctions. Because the ampli-
tude of EPPs depends not only on the number of synaptic vesicles
released presynaptically (QC), but also on postsynaptic factors
(Del Castillo and Katz, 1954), we next measured quantal size,
based on the average amplitude of MEPPs during 2–5 min period
of continuous recording at each end plate. We found that, before
normalization, the amplitude of MEPPs was slightly increased
in diseased NMJs, but after normalization (normalized to �75
mV), to factor out the effects of muscle membrane potential, the
average MEPP amplitude in all three models was markedly and
significantly (p � 0.001) larger in diseased mice compared to
their WT littermates (Fig. 2C). As expected from this finding, the
cumulative frequency of the MEPP amplitude distribution was
also significantly shifted to the right for all three models (Fig. 2D;
p � 0.05 with Kolmogorov–Smirnov test). Given that the EPP

Figure 1. Male mice from three different genetic models of SBMA show the expected deficits in body weight and motor
function. A, The body weight of SBMA males is significantly reduced compared to their respective WT controls. B, Tg males in the
myogenic141 and AR97Q models show notable reductions in hang times. C, Early-stage KI males show the expected drop in forelimb
grip strength. All data are plotted values of group means � SEM (myogenic141, N � 4; WT, N � 4; AR97Q, N � 4; WT, N � 4; KI,
N � 6; WT, N � 8). The terminal ages of mice in the models are as follows: myogenic141 males, 85–100 d; AR97Q males, 70 –110
d; early-stage KI males, 90 –200 d. *p � 0.05; **p � 0.01; ***p � 0.001.
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amplitude of diseased junctions is the
same as or less than that of WT junctions
(Fig. 2A), the increased MEPP amplitude
indicates that the number of vesicles re-
leased per action potential, namely, QC, is
decreased at diseased junctions. Measures
of QC based on the ratio of EPP amplitude
to MEPP amplitude confirmed that the
QC of diseased junctions is significantly
reduced by 30 – 40% in all three models
(Fig. 2E; all p � 0.001 based on n � 31– 67
junctions/genotype/model). Finding a re-
duction in evoked ACh release in myo-
genic141 mice comparable to that in the
other two models demonstrates that AR
acting in muscle can retrogradely disrupt
motor nerve terminal function; evidently,
one consequence of AR toxicity in muscle
is to markedly reduce the amount of neu-
rotransmitter released in response to a
nerve impulse.

We next evaluated the frequency of
spontaneous transmitter release and found
that MEPP frequency in diseased muscles of
myogenic141 and AR97Q NMJs was signifi-
cantly elevated by 30 and 40%, respectively,
compared to WT littermate controls (Fig.
2F,G). The higher frequency of MEPPs in
diseased mice might be related to an in-
creased detection of MEPPs due to their
larger size. Alternatively, it could reflect pre-
synaptic defects. In early-stage symptomatic
KI mice, the frequency of MEPPs was not
increased, but rather reduced by 40% (Fig.
2F,G). However, in late-stage KI mice, this
reduction was not evident (2.08 � 0.2 Hz in
WT vs 1.84 � 0.3 Hz in late-stage KI mice;
p � 0.07), suggesting that differing effects of
disease on this measure across models may
reflect the different stages of disease studied
(late in Tg models and early in KI model), as
has been found in other models of motor
neuron disease (Rocha et al., 2013).

We also compared the kinetics (rise
and decay time) of MEPPs and EPPs and
found that the decay time of EPPs was
dramatically slowed in diseased myo-
genic141 and AR97Q Tg males (Fig. 2H, I).
EPP decay time was also significantly pro-
longed in early-stage KI males, although,
as expected, the defect was much less pro-
nounced. On the other hand, EPP rise
time was not affected by disease in any
model (0.87 � 0.03 ms in myogenic141 vs
0.77 � 0.02 ms in WT; 0.79 � 0.03 ms in
AR97Q vs 0.77 � 0.02 ms in WT; 0.64 �
0.03 ms in early-stage KI vs 0.61 � 0.02 ms
in WT). The decay time of MEPPs was
also significantly prolonged in both myogenic141 and AR97Q Tg
males (Fig. 2 I, J), but unaffected in early-stage KI mice despite
the significantly prolonged decay time of EPPs. Like EPP rise
time, MEPP rise time was unaltered by disease in all three models
(data not shown). The prolonged decay times of MEPPs and EPPs

suggest that disease impairs the gating property of ACh receptors,
perhaps suggesting changes in the subunit composition of the
AChR. The AChR is developmentally regulated, with expression
of the embryonic type � subunit replaced by the adult � subunit
during early postnatal development (Mishina et al., 1986; Gu and

Figure 2. Neuromuscular transmission is impaired in the EDL (Tg) or LA (KI) of SBMA mice. A, Normalized EPP amplitude (to
�75 mV) is not affected in either myogenic141 or AR97Q symptomatic male Tg mice ( p � 0.05), but is reduced in early-stage
symptomatic KI mice. B, Representative EPP traces from WT (red) and SBMA (black) males of each mouse model. Note that EPP
decay time is visibly prolonged at diseased junctions. Each trace is the average of 10 –20 responses. C, MEPP amplitude is increased
at diseased junctions compared to WT junctions in all three models, suggesting that disease has increased quantal size, given that
EPP amplitude is not comparably increased. This may reflect a compensatory response to defects in the trafficking of synaptic
vesicles that may underlie the reductions in release probability (Fig. 4). D, Cumulative histograms of MEPP amplitude confirming
that the distribution of MEPP amplitudes from diseased SBMA junctions is significantly shifted toward larger values in all three
models ( p values � 0.05 based on Kolmogorov–Smirnov test). E, Quantal content is significantly reduced by disease in all three
models, indicating that less ACh is released overall from diseased motor nerve terminals in response to an action potential, despite
possible increases in average quantal size. F, MEPP frequency is significantly increased for end-stage myogenic141 and AR97Q
males, but significantly decreased for early-stage KI males. G, Representative traces showing the effects of disease on MEPP
amplitude and frequency in the three models. H–J, Decay times for EPPs and MEPPs (from 90 to 10%) are significantly prolonged
across models with one exception (MEPP decay time was unaffected for early-stage KI males), suggesting that subunit composition
of AChRs has been altered by disease (Table 1). MEPP traces in J are the average from 2 min of recording that have been normalized
and aligned by their peak to compare decay rates. Values plotted are group means � SEM (myogenic141, n � 42, N � 4; WT, n �
32, N � 4; AR97Q, n � 38, N � 4; WT, n � 32, N � 4; KI, n � 47, N � 6; WT, n � 67, N � 8). n is the number of end plates per
experimental group, and N is the number of mice per experimental group. **p � 0.01; ***p � 0.001.
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Hall, 1988; Yumoto et al., 2005). These two subunits confer dif-
ferent conductances and gating properties to the AChR, with
AChR� channels having lower conductances and longer open times
than AChR� channels. To address whether alterations in the subunit
composition of AChRs could account for changes in kinetics, we
used qPCR to quantify the amount of � and � AChR mRNA in
diseased and healthy muscles from the three models. In myogenic141

and 97Q Tg models, we found that the levels of the embryonic �
subunit were indeed markedly increased, whereas levels of the adult
� subunit were decreased (Table 1). Although KI males exhibited the
same trends, such changes were not significant. The lack of the mo-
tor phenotype in five of the seven KI males used for the gene expres-
sion analysis may explain why we did not detect a significant change
in AChR subunit expression in this model. These results suggest that
the longer decay time of synaptic potentials at disease junctions is
caused by an increase in gamma subunits in the adult AChR. How-
ever, increased input resistance of diseased muscle fibers (reported
below) might also contribute to the prolonged decay time of MEPPs
and EPPs (Ruiz et al., 2010). Thus, we turned to recording synaptic
currents using a two-microelectrode voltage clamp to explore this
possibility directly.

Disease impairs short-term synaptic facilitation in
SBMA mice
Reduced QC seen in all three models could be due to a decrease in
the release probability for synaptic vesicles, a reduction in the size
of RRP, or both (Zucker and Regehr, 2002). To examine whether
reduced release probability contributes to the reduction in QC in
diseased motor nerve terminals, we examined the characteristics
of short-term synaptic facilitation by stimulating the nerve at
different frequencies. Under comparable stimulation conditions,
synapses with a high release probability undergo synaptic depres-
sion, whereas those with a low release probability exhibit synaptic
facilitation (Zucker and Regehr, 2002; Rozas et al., 2011). WT
junctions from both myogenic141 and AR97Q models showed a
moderate synaptic depression at 10 Hz and synaptic facilitation at
30 and 100 Hz stimulation (Fig. 3A–D). Although diseased junc-
tions of myogenic141 and AR97Q Tg males behaved comparably
to WT junctions at 10 and 30 Hz, such junctions showed signifi-
cantly less facilitation than normal at 100 Hz stimulation. Al-
though published evidence suggests that this reduced synaptic
facilitation could reflect either a higher release probability or a
reduced size of the RRP (Zucker and Regehr, 2002), finding a
reduced QC for diseased junctions is not consistent with an en-
hanced release probability (i.e., higher release probability in dis-
eased NMJs than in WT NMJs). Thus, we investigated the
possibility that the size of the RRP might be affected by disease in
the two Tg models (Fig. 4).

Characteristics of synaptic plasticity in the LA muscle (used
for the KI model) were different than for the EDL (used for myo-
genic141 and 97Q Tg models), with junctions in WT LA showing
less facilitation and more depression (Fig. 3E,F), possibly due to

differences in the expression of calcium channels in the nerve
terminals (Urbano et al., 2003; Nudler et al., 2005). EPP ampli-
tude evoked by trains of five pulses at NMJs of early-stage
symptomatic KI males showed more facilitation compared to
junctions of healthy WT littermates, reaching significance at
100 Hz stimulation (Fig. 3 E, F ). Hence, short-term synaptic
facilitation in early-stage KI mice is increased rather than de-
creased as seen in myogenic141 and AR97Q males, suggesting
an impaired release probability might underlie the reduced
QC in early-stage KI mice. On the other hand, in the late-stage
KI mice, we found the opposite; synaptic facilitation was re-
duced (data not shown) rather than increased, like what we
found in late-stage symptomatic myogenic141 and AR97Q
males. Together, these data suggest that deficits in QC during
disease may first involve disease-related impairments in the
release probability, but eventually also perturb mechanisms
maintaining the size of the RRP.

Disease reduces the RRP size and release probability in
junctions of SBMA mice
To estimate the size of the RRP and release probability, we chal-
lenged synapses with a 30 s train of stimulation at 100 Hz. Under
those conditions, the efficient recycling and refilling of vesicle
pools is required to sustain synaptic transmission during the train
(Delgado et al., 2000; Rizzoli and Betz, 2005; Ruiz et al., 2011).
This stimulation protocol induced short-term synaptic facilita-
tion (the initial four EPPs) followed by biphasic depression of
transmitter release (Fig. 4A–C). At the initial depression phase
(	50 stimuli, 0.5s), transmitter release decays exponentially,
whereas the second depression phase is well fit by regression (Sa-
migullin et al., 2004). The initial depression phase suggests rapid
depletion of docked vesicles from the RRP, whereas the second
depression phase suggests release of vesicles that are recruited
from the reserve pool (Samigullin et al., 2004; Ruiz et al., 2011).
Consistent with the previous data (Fig. 3A–D), diseased motor
terminals in the EDL of myogenic141 and AR97Q males showed
little initial facilitation, but showed marked early depression (Fig.
4D). RRP size was estimated by plotting QC against the cumula-
tive number of quanta that was back-extrapolated from the linear
portion of the curve to the x-intercept during the initial depres-
sion phase (first 50 stimuli), ignoring the initial facilitation (Fig.
4D). The x-intercept gives an estimate of RRP size based on the
assumption that there is negligible mobilization into the RRP
(Elmqvist and Quastel, 1965; Ruiz et al., 2011). Estimates of the
RRP size calculated by this method indicate a significant reduc-
tion by about half in the size of RRP for motor terminals of both
symptomatic myogenic141 and AR97Q males compared to their
respective WT controls (Fig. 4D,E). On the other hand, RRP size
was not affected by disease in early-stage KI males (Fig. 4D,E).
Release probability can be calculated by dividing the QC of the
first evoked EPP in the train by the RRP size (Yang et al., 2007),

Table 1. Comparable pattern of change in mRNA expression in diseased muscle of three SBMA mouse models

Model (muscle)

mRNA fold changea

NAChR� AChR� NaV1.4 NaV1.5

AR97Q (EDL) �1.44 � 0.46 
87.47 � 26.72*** �1.73 � 0.38** 
34.72 � 9.99*** WT, N � 6; TG, N � 6
Myogenic141 (EDL) �3.02 � 0.74*** 
2.47 � 0.75* �3.37 � 1.13** 
2.070 � 0.827 WT, N � 6; TG, N � 7
KI (LA) �1.31 � 0.60 
1.46 � 0.44 �1.58 � 0.53* 
5.27 � 3.86* WT, N � 7; KI, N � 8

Disease upregulates mRNA for the neonatal isoforms of both AChR� and the muscle-specific sodium channel (NaV1.5), while downregulating levels of mRNA for the adult isoforms AChR� and NaV1.4. Values are means � SEM.
aRelative to WT control males of the same colony as diseased males.

*p � 0.05; **p � 0.01; ***p � 0.001.
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which reflects the fraction of vesicles re-
leased during the first stimulation. We
found that disease significantly lowered
release probability in all three models
(Fig. 4F). Hence, these data suggest that
both a smaller RRP and lower release
probability are responsible for the de-
creased QC and impaired short-term syn-
aptic facilitation seen at diseased NMJs of
myogenic141 and AR97Q males, whereas
only reduced release probability underlies
the reduction in QC in the KI model. The
reduced release probability without de-
fects in the RRP size in early-stage symp-
tomatic KI males is in agreement with the
enhanced short-term facilitation (Fig.
3E,F) and might represent an early mo-
lecular mechanism of disease induced by
AR toxicity.

The second phase of steady-state de-
pression was evaluated by normalizing
EPP amplitudes at the end of the stimulus
train to those before high-frequency stim-
ulation. These analyses revealed that
steady-state depression was actually less
than normal for EDL junctions of both
diseased myogenic141 and AR97Qmales,
causing EPPs to be significantly larger
than WTs during the second phase of
depression (Fig. 4A,B,G). This reduced
depression of EPPs suggests that the mo-
bilization and supply of vesicles from the
reserve store to the RRP are sufficient, at
least under the stimulation conditions
tested, to support continued evoked re-
lease from the nerve terminal. However,
whether the released quanta are sufficient
to elicit a muscle contraction is not clear.
We also examined the recovery of EPPs
from depression and found that disea-
sed nerve terminals in myogenic141 and
AR97Q mice show potentiated EPPs fol-
lowing depression. To quantify the extent
of potentiation, we normalized the EPP
amplitude during the last 10 s of the re-
covery period at 2 Hz stimulation to the
EPP amplitude before high-frequency
stimulation and found that nerve termi-
nals of diseased myogenic141 and AR97Q
males potentiated significantly more fol-
lowing depression compared to WT con-
trol junctions (Fig. 4A,B,H). However,
the second phase of depression during
high-frequency stimulation was not sig-
nificantly different in early-stage KI males
compared to WT controls, nor was recov-
ery from depression affected (Fig. 4G,H).
These data are consistent with the size of
the readily releasable pool being deficient
in end-stage myogenic141 and AR97Q
males, but not in early-stage KI males (Di-
Franco et al., 2015).

Figure 3. Diseased EDL (Tg) or LA (KI) neuromuscular synapses in SBMA mice show impaired short-term synaptic
facilitation. A, Average EPP responses from myogenic141 NMJs to trains of five pulses at increasing frequencies reveals
disease-related deficits at 100 Hz in synaptic facilitation compared to WT junctions. B, Representative traces of evoked EPP
(average of 10 –20 individual EPPs) from WT and myogenic141 diseased males. C, D, The same stimulation regime reveals
comparable disease-related deficits in synaptic facilitation at 100 Hz for AR97Q junctions. E, F, In contrast, junctions in
early-stage KI males exhibit a significant increase in synaptic facilitation at 100 Hz, suggesting a reduced probability of
transmitter release in early-diseased KI mice. All data are group mean per genotype, and error bars indicate SEM (myo-
genic141, n � 23, N � 4; WT, n � 17, N � 4; AR97Q, n � 21, N � 4; WT, n � 17, N � 4; KI, n � 32, N � 6; WT, n � 35,
N � 8). n is the number of end plates per experimental group, and N is the number of mice per experimental group. *p �
0.05; **p � 0.01; ***p � 0.001.
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Figure 4. Disease reduces the size of the RRP and/or release probability (Pr) of EDL (Tg) and LA (KI) neuromuscular synapses. A, B, Representative EPP traces during low-stimulation (2 Hz) and
high-stimulation (100 Hz, for 30 s) frequencies show that depression is biphasic during 100 Hz stimulation, with the first phase lasting about 0.5 s, reflecting the rapid release of docked vesicles from
the RRP, and the second slower phase reflecting vesicle mobilization from reserve stores to RRP. The traces reveal a more rapid depression of the first phase in diseased junctions of both myogenic141

and AR97Q males, indicating that docked vesicles from the RRP are being depleted more quickly in diseased nerve terminals compared to healthy WT terminals. C, Representative EPP traces during
low (2 Hz) and high (50 Hz, for 30 s) stimulation frequencies reveal no difference between early-stage KI males and their WT littermates in EPP depression. D, E, Males from both myogenic141 and
AR97Q models show marked reductions in calculated RRP size compared to WTs, unlike early-stage KI mice. QC is plotted for the initial 50 pulses (0.5 s with 100 Hz for Tg models and 1 s with 50 Hz
for KI) against cumulative quanta. The x-intercept extrapolated from the initial phase of rapid decline reflects the maximum number of immediately releasable quanta (RRP size) without
replenishment, with mean (�SEM) values plotted for the three models in (E). F, Whereas the RRP is diminished in only the Tg models, release probability is significantly decreased in diseased males
of all three SBMA models, including mildly diseased KI males. Release probability was calculated as initial QC/RRP. G, The magnitude of depression in the second phase is reduced compared to WT
controls, causing EPP amplitude to be significantly larger for both myogenic141 and AR97Q males, whereas in early-stage KI males, depression is not altered. The magnitude of depression is calculated
by normalizing the average EPP amplitude during the last 2 s of the 100 Hz (for Tg models) or 50 Hz (for KI) conditioning train to the average EPP amplitude during the preceding period of 2 Hz
stimulation. This reduced depression in both Tg models is consistent with a reduced RRP size found only in those two models. H, The magnitude of EPP recovery from depression was assessed by
normalizing average EPP amplitude during the last 10 s of the recovery period (50 – 60 s) after the conditioning train (100 Hz at 30 s for Tg models, 50 Hz at 30 s for KI) to the average EPP amplitude
during 20 s of control stimulation (2 Hz at 20 s) immediately before the conditioning train. NMJs for both myogenic141 and AR97Q Tg males recover faster and (Figure legend continues.)
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Disease induces �-conotoxin resistance
and muscle fiber membrane
hyperexcitability in SBMA mice
Unexpectedly, we found that diseased mus-
cles of all three SBMA models were resistant
to �-conotoxin, a sodium channel blocker.
Although muscles from both diseased and
WT mice contracted in response to nerve
stimulation, the contraction in diseased
muscle was visibly weaker. However, de-
spite being weak, contraction of diseased
muscles was not efficiently blocked by a
concentration of �-conotoxin that was ef-
fective for WT muscle (2.5 �M for 20 min
blocked action potentials in WT muscle).
Some muscle fibers from diseased mice con-
tinued to contract up to an hour in 5–7.5 �M

�-conotoxin. To quantify the extent of
�-conotoxin resistance, we used a two-
electrode intracellular recording approach
to measure the amplitude of action poten-
tials in EDL muscles of diseased Tg and
healthy male littermate controls after incu-
bating in 2.5 �M �-conotoxin for 30 min.
Depolarizing current pulses of 5 ms dura-
tion were injected into muscle fibers
through a current-passing electrode with
consequent changes in membrane potential
measured using a voltage-sensing electrode
located 100–200 �m away from the current
injecting electrode. A holding current was
applied to set the initial potential at�80 mV
with maximal intensity of depolarizing cur-
rent (100 nA) in our system. Although 2.5
�M �-conotoxin effectively blocked action
potential initiation in WT mice, it did not do
so in muscle fibers from diseased AR97Q
and myogenic141 mice. The �-conotoxin
did, however, decrease the amplitude of ac-
tion potentials in diseased muscle fibers
(Fig. 5A–C), although somewhat less in 141
myogenic males than AR97Q males. Be-
cause the neonatal isoform NaV1.5 of the
muscle-specific sodium channel shows re-
sistance to �-conotoxin (Trimmer et al.,
1990; Catterall, 1992; David et al., 2008), we
next used qPCR to investigate the possibility
that diseased muscle from adult mice ex-
press the neonatal isoform of the sodium channel. We found that not
only are levels of NaV1.5 mRNA significantly elevated in diseased
muscles of all three models, but mRNA for the adult isoform NaV1.4
is also significantly reduced, with 141 males displaying a greater rel-
ative loss than 97Q males (Table 1), consistent with our electrophys-

iological findings (Fig. 5A–C). The data from diseased KI males
replicate a previous report that mRNA encoding the adult � subunit
of the sodium channel is reduced (Yu et al., 2006) and are consistent
with the observed resistance to �-conotoxin in this model during
single-electrode experiments.

To explore whether decreased RMP of SBMA-affected muscle
fibers (Oki et al., 2015; Table 2) is associated with hyperexcitabil-
ity in AR97Q and myogenic141 Tg models, as has been reported
for KI mice (Yu et al., 2006), we used the two-electrode approach
and found that diseased muscle fibers in both models showed
similar abnormal membrane excitability. The current intensity
required to trigger an action potential was significantly reduced
by 	20 nA in diseased fibers compared to WT fibers (Table 2).
Membrane input resistance was also significantly increased for
diseased fibers of both models (Table 2), consistent with de-

4

(Figure legend continued.) show greater potentiation compared to WT control junctions, pos-
sibly reflecting the fact that the second phase of depression is less marked in diseased motor
nerve terminals of these two models, allowing replenishment of vesicles to begin sooner than
for WT junctions. In contrast, the magnitude of EPP recovery from depression in early-stage KI
mice is not altered. Values plotted are group means
SEM (myogenic, n�17, N�4; WT, n�
16, N � 4; AR97Q, n � 14, N � 4; WT, n � 15, N � 4; KI, n � 23, N � 6; WT, n � 17, N � 8).
n is the number of end plates per experimental group, and N is the number of mice per experi-
mental group. *p � 0.05; **p � 0.01.

Figure 5. Diseased EDL muscle fibers in SBMA mice show reduced sensitivity to �-conotoxin and enhanced excitability in the form of
anode-break action potentials. A, B, Representative traces of action potentials (APs) before and after incubation in 2.5�M�-conotoxin for
30 min. Using a two-electrode approach (current-passing and voltage-sensing electrodes in the same fiber), we find that action potentials
were blocked by�-conotoxin in WT fibers, but not in diseased fibers, suggesting that the neonatal isoform of the voltage-sensitive sodium
channel predominates in adult diseased fibers. Data based on qPCR confirm this suggestion (Table 1). C, Diseased muscle fibers were not,
however, entirely insensitive to �-conotoxin, since the amplitude of AP was reduced by �-conotoxin, but significantly less than in WT
fibers. D, E,Representativetracesofvoltagechangeinducedbyahyperpolarizingcurrent(�60nA,100ms) indiseasedandWTfibers.Note
that anodal-break APs were induced in diseased fibers at the end of the hyperpolarizing current, but not in their respective WT control
muscles, indicating enhanced excitability in SBMA muscles. Diseased fibers also show larger voltage responses than WT fibers to the same
hyperpolarizing current, indicating that diseased fibers have increased input resistance, likely reflecting their decreased size and/or deficits
in membrane chloride channels. Plotted data are group means�SEM (myogenic141, n�18, N�3; WT, n�15, N�3; AR97Q, n�7,
N � 1; WT, n � 9, N � 1). n is the number of end plates per experimental group, and N is the number of mice per experimental group.
**p � 0.01; ***p � 0.001.
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creases in the size of fibers and/or the deficits in membrane chlo-
ride channels (Oki et al., 2015). Note that we also observed
comparable decreases in RMP, as reported previously (Oki et al.,
2015).

Anode break is another phenomenon shown by hyperexcit-
able fibers and often a characteristic of atrophic, denervated fi-
bers (White et al., 1991; Ribchester et al., 2004). Anode break
action potentials occur at the end of a hyperpolarizing current
(�60 nA, 100 ms duration), triggered by a sudden depolarization
to restore the RMP of the fiber. We observed anode-break action
potentials in most fibers of diseased mice, but never in fibers of
WT mice (Fig. 5D,E). Anode-break action potentials might re-
flect a disturbance in the balance of sodium and potassium cur-
rents at rest, with inward sodium currents greater than normal,
and outward potassium currents less than normal, conditions
that would favor rapid regenerative depolarization.

Discussion
The androgen-dependent loss of motor function and muscle
mass in SBMA has long been attributed to motor neuronal loss.
However, several SBMA mouse models show motor dysfunction
without motor neuron death, raising questions about the origin
of motor dysfunction (Katsuno et al., 2002; Chevalier-Larsen et
al., 2004; Monks et al., 2007; Kemp et al., 2011). Previous work
from our lab shows that muscles of SBMA mice are profoundly
weak, independent of their mass (Oki et al., 2013, 2015), suggest-
ing primary contractile dysfunction may underlie motor dys-
function. However, defects in synaptic drive to the muscle might
also contribute to motor dysfunction in SBMA. To begin explor-
ing this possibility, intracellular recording methods were used to
characterize the quantal release properties of NMJs in three dif-
ferent SBMA mouse models (myogenic141, AR97Q, and KI mod-
els). We find comparable defects in synaptic function across the
three models, despite distinct genetics that cause disease in each
model. Our findings implicate defects in both presynaptic and
postsynaptic mechanisms as potential factors underlying the pro-
gressive loss of motor function. Presynaptically, we find marked
reductions in QC, whereas postsynaptically, synaptic potentials
have prolonged decay times. We also find that diseased muscle
fibers are relatively resistant to �-conotoxin and are hyperexcit-
able, reminiscent of myotonic dystrophy (Mankodi et al., 2002).
qPCR revealed a robust upregulation in the neonatal subunits
AChR� and NaV1.5�, possibly explaining the prolonged decay
times and �-conotoxin resistance, respectively, of diseased mus-
cles. Notably, the same deficits were found in a muscle-specific
model of SBMA as the other two models, further implicating
muscle AR as a critical player in SBMA (Monks et al., 2007; Cortes
et al., 2014; Lieberman et al., 2014). Muscle AR apparently con-
fers dysfunction not only to the muscle, but also to its innervating
motor neurons. This work identifies several new candidate mo-
lecular targets for rescuing motor function in SBMA.

Disease induces presynaptic defects in neuromuscular
transmission
Our analysis of how disease affects quantal release mechanisms in
three different SBMA mouse models revealed strikingly similar
deficits in evoked transmitter release. Most notably, diseased
nerve terminals show significant deficits in QC, releasing about a
third less acetylcholine than WT terminals (Fig. 2). To explore
whether release probability or size of the RRP might contribute to
the reduced QC (Zucker and Regehr, 2002), we used high-
frequency stimulation to examine the characteristics of synaptic
facilitation and depression. We find short-term synaptic facilita-
tion is decreased significantly in end-stage myogenic141 and
AR97Q Tg males, but increased in early-stage symptomatic KI
males (Fig. 3). Because high release probability synapses tend to
depress, whereas low release probability synapses tend to facili-
tate (Zucker and Regehr, 2002), deficits in release probability
may underlie the reduced QC in KI males, but are unlikely to
account fully for the deficit in QC seen in the other two models,
which show compromised facilitation. Indeed, our results
show that while diseased junctions from all three models show
reduced release probability, only nerve terminals of end-stage
myogenic141 and AR97Q males show reductions in RRP size (Fig.
4). Therefore, SBMA pathogenesis may involve deficits in synap-
tic strength due first to defects in release probability followed by
eventual depletion of the RRP. That acutely symptomatic myo-
genic141 females, like early-stage symptomatic KI males, also
show increases in synaptic facilitation (Xu, Halievski, Breedlove,
and Jordan, unpublished data), supports the idea that a low prob-
ability of transmitter release is an early signature of SBMA.

The evoked release of synaptic vesicles is a highly complex
process involving voltage-gated calcium channels in active zones,
a calcium sensor (namely, synaptotagmin), and a cast of special-
ized proteins that regulate synaptic vesicle docking, fusion and
exocytosis. Thus, each represents potential targets of disease. Cal-
cium channels are a likely candidate. Whereas diseased nerve
terminals show deficits in evoked neurotransmitter release at a
normal [Ca]o/[Mg]o ratio, a low [Ca]o/[Mg]o ratio eliminates
this deficit (Xu, Breedlove, and Jordan, unpublished data), sug-
gesting that calcium sensitivity is indeed reduced, perhaps due to
a loss of calcium channels or changes in their subtype distribution
in the membrane of SBMA nerve terminals. Interestingly, re-
duced QC combined with decreased synaptic facilitation and re-
duced calcium sensitivity for transmitter release are features of
NMJs in P/Q type (Cav2.1) calcium channel knock-out mice (Ur-
bano et al., 2003), further suggesting that such calcium channels
may be deficient in SBMA mouse models. Because AR97Q males
show defects in synaptic vesicle trafficking (Katsuno et al., 2006),
synapsins may also be perturbed. Synapsins are a well-
characterized family of proteins regulating the binding and re-
lease of synaptic vesicles from the actin network for docking.

Table 2. Muscle fibers from diseased AR97Q and myogenic141 mice show increased electrical excitability

Excitability of muscle membrane

Model

WT (n � 22–26; N � 3) AR97Q (n � 26 –20; N � 3) WT (n � 25–31; N � 5) Myogenic141 (n � 25–37; N � 5)

RMP (mV) �68.18 � 1.91 �51.36 � 1.10*** �67.40 � 0.67 �51.1 � 0.96***
Minimum current intensity for triggering AP (nA) 19.52 � 2.78 �8.21 � 2.11*** 15.20 � 2.40 �3.5 � 1.34***
Input resistance (K�) 0.38 � 0.03 1.28 � 0.15*** 0.38 � 0.03 1.08 � 0.05***

The resting membrane potential is significantly depolarized, confirming a previous report (Oki et al., 2015), and the threshold current intensity for triggering an action potential (AP) is reduced, whereas the input resistance is increased.
Diseased fibers of the third model, KI mice, have already been reported to be hyperexcitable (Yu et al., 2006). Values are means � SEM. n is the number of muscle fibers per experimental group, and N is the number of mice per experimental
group.

***p � 0.001.
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Defects in synapsin proteins may account for the elevated MEPP
frequency (Fig. 2) and reduced RRP size in end-stage mice
(Baldelli et al., 2007). Because NMJs in myogenic141 males exhibit
the same presynaptic defects as AR97Q males, muscle AR likely
triggers these defects via non– cell autonomous mechanisms, an
idea that has considerable precedence (Cortes et al., 2014; Lieber-
man et al., 2014). This conclusion obviously leads to the question
of how diseased muscle confers disease to the motor neurons.

One likely candidate is brain-derived neurotrophic factor
(BDNF). SBMA mice show robust deficits in muscle BDNF
mRNA (Halievski et al., 2015), suggesting that presynaptic dys-
function may be triggered by a loss of this critical factor. BDNF
increases presynaptic release function and paired-pulse facilita-
tion by regulating the number of docked vesicles (Carter et al.,
2002; Tyler et al., 2006), consistent with the idea that synaptic
dysfunction in SBMA models may reflect a loss in muscle-derived
BDNF. That BDNF enhances presynaptic function by regulating
synapsin (Jovanovic et al., 2000; Zakharenko et al., 2003) also
suggests that losses in muscle-derived BDNF could trigger defi-
cits in both QC and RRP size of diseased junctions.

Disease also induces postsynaptic defects in
neuromuscular transmission
Our electrophysiological studies also revealed three main defects
in postsynaptic mechanisms. Perhaps most striking was the
marked resistance to �-conotoxin, suggesting that neonatal so-
dium channels are expressed in diseased muscle (Trimmer et al.,
1990; Catterall, 1992; Ribchester et al., 2004). Results based on
qPCR confirmed this idea, revealing a robust upregulation in
expression of the neonatal isoform NaV1.5 accompanied by
downregulation of the adult NaV1.4 isoform (Table 1). Interest-
ingly, blocking muscle BDNF trkB receptors induces a compara-
ble upregulation in the expression of the neonatal NaV1.5
isoform (Kulakowski et al., 2011), indicating that deficits in mus-
cle BDNF may not only critically mediate presynaptic defects, but
postsynaptic defects as well. A second key observation is the
prolonged decay times of MEPPs and EPPs, suggesting that dis-
ease induces expression of the neonatal � subunit of the AChR
(Mishina et al., 1986). qPCR confirmed this prediction, revealing
markedly increased expression of the � subunit of AChR, with
deficits in the adult AChR� (Table 1). The third key finding is that
diseased muscle fibers are hyperexcitable. Using a two-electrode
approach, we find notable increases in the excitability of diseased
muscle fibers, with a decrease in the threshold for triggering an
action potential (Table 2) and a doubling of muscle fiber input
resistance (Table 2), likely reflecting decreases in fiber size and
membrane chloride channels (Johansen et al., 2009; Oki et al.,
2015). We also find that only diseased muscle fibers show anode-
break action potentials (Fig. 5). This increased excitability of the
muscle membrane may be an attempt to keep neurotransmission
above threshold in the face of declining neurotransmitter release.

Are NMJs functionally denervated?
Several disease-related changes found in the current study sug-
gest muscle fibers are functionally denervated, including the loss
in synaptic strength and the upregulation of neonatal isoforms
for AChR and sodium channels (Weinstein, 1980; Trimmer et al.,
1990; Li et al., 2008). However, some observations are not con-
sistent with muscle denervation. For example, BDNF expression
plummets with disease, even before overt motor dysfunction
(Halievski et al., 2015), opposite to the marked increase in BDNF
expression triggered by denervation (Kulakowski et al., 2011).
Moreover, extrajunctional AChR are not detected in any of the

three SBMA models (J. Poort, Breedlove, and Jordan, unpub-
lished data), a well-documented response to denervation. Nei-
ther do we find evidence of anatomical denervation in any of the
three models (Poort, Breedlove, and Jordan, unpublished data).
Moreover, in acutely diseased myogenic141 females, NMJs look
normal (Kemp et al., 2011), but their function is impaired (Xu,
Breedlove, and Jordan, unpublished data). In short, there is con-
siderably more to learn. For example, it remains unclear whether
diseased synapses fall below threshold and how disease-related
changes in both presynaptic and postsynaptic mechanisms influ-
ence neuromuscular function as a whole. In vitro studies of mus-
cle tension (evoked via nerve or muscle stimulation) will begin to
answer some of these questions. Nonetheless, our findings sug-
gest new avenues for treatment. Given that spontaneous twitch-
ing and cramping are preclinical symptoms of SBMA, it is
possible that the mechanisms controlling muscle membrane ex-
citability are among the earliest changes caused by mutant AR in
muscle, and thus represent excellent targets for therapy.

Significance of cross-model comparisons
One might argue that the several obvious differences in the con-
struction of these mouse models indicate that all three cannot be
modeling the same human disease. But given that all three models
manipulate expression of AR, that symptoms in all three models
are androgen responsive, and that SBMA in humans shares both
these characteristics, the remaining differences between models
seem rather modest. For example, in Table 1, it is true that there
are differences between the models in terms of the extent of
change in mRNA expression, but because the direction of change
for each gene is the same across models, those differences seem
remarkably small. The odds of the direction of expression change
being the same for all four genes in all three models by chance
alone would be equivalent to flipping a coin and getting tails 12
times in a row. That those changes in gene expression are also
predicted from the pattern of electophysiological results seen in
all three models makes the commonalities across the models even
more compelling. From that perspective, apparently glaring dif-
ferences between the models, such as global expression of a
mutant AR transgene in 97Q mice versus muscle fiber-only ex-
pression of a wild-type AR transgene in myogenic mice, must be
less important than they seem. In sum, our results from these
different models direct our attention to what may be genuine
core attributes of disease for SBMA.

In summary, multiple components of neurotransmission are
markedly and comparably impaired in the three SBMA mouse
models examined, with both presynaptic and postsynaptic mech-
anisms involved. Whether AR achieves comparable functional
pathology in the three models through the same molecular mech-
anisms is not yet determined, but published data make this likely
(Nedelsky et al., 2010). Regardless, the current findings suggest
new therapeutic interventions, such as correcting sodium chan-
nel expression in muscle to improve neuromuscular function in
SBMA patients.
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